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50 Research Proposal Ideas
Refer to this list to find research proposal ideas that may be your inspiration for
your next study or research paper.
1. Study on what to do to create a well-rounded curriculum for high school
students
2. How can teacher improve sex education for students?
3. How can foreign language courses be improved?
4. How to improve the grading system
5. How to make the electoral system better
6. How to improve illegal immigration cases
7. What can be done to reduce debt
8. How real are the threats of global warming?
9. Unseen tragedies in marine life due to pollution
10. How to reduce global warming
11. How to reduce air pollution
12. Air pollution in highly industrialized countries
13. How to achieve clean drinking water for children in South Africa
14. Best innovators of the century – a deep study
15. Entitlement versus sense of humility – parents teaching kids
16. Best ways of disciplining children
17. Where are we in artificial intelligence?
18. Best innovations that change the world
19. Latest NASA technologies in space exploration
20. How safe is cybersecurity
21. How the average person affects progress
22. How Steve Jobs changed the world
23. Data storage and cloud technology – how useful for data management
24. How safe are anti-virus software – a study
25. The latest technologies in preventing cyber terrorism
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26. Latest on climate change
27. How parents encourage children to join extra-curricular activities
28. Actual reality versus virtual reality
29. Internet future 20 years from now
30. How to fight the effects of global warming using technologies
31. Is climate change only a hoax?
32. Sex crimes and existing laws
33. Sexual harassment in the workplace – its causes and effects
34. How to prevent cyberbullying
35. Abortion laws around the world
36. Status of prostitution laws around the world
37. How Google changes the way people work
38. Effective startup business marketing strategies
39. What is a difference between pornography and artistry?
40. Adoption laws in the US
41. Small businesses and taxation
42. Legal execution – is it the solution to reduce crimes?
43. How stress affects employee’s performance
44. Creative marketing and sales
45. A look into minimum wages around the world
46. War and politics – how one affects the other
47. How government policies affect the economy
48. Depression and music
49. Latest on healthcare policies around the world
50. A study on corruption and ways it directly influences poverty rate

Choose from these 50 topics on research proposal ideas and get started with
your paper today!

